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Intense rural and urban development in the last century has had
significant adverse impacts on the province’s natural ecosystems
including BC’s waterways. Traditional land development and flood
management tactics have resulted in significant loss of valuable
environmental assets. With growing populations, the development
pressure is increasing and single-family lots now make up much of
urban and suburban land use. This article looks as some solutions
to achieve significant rainwater management on single family lots
despite the widespread myth that it is infeasible and impractical.

Adverse Impacts of Development

Impacts of development typically involve clearing of vegetation,
paving, introduction of pollutants, and overall reduction of
opportunities for infiltration and storage of rainwater in watersheds
or drainage basins. Pavements combined with a network of curbs,
gutters and pipes that are designed to quickly collect drainage
from cities’ landscapes and redirect it to streams significantly alter
timing, volume, and quality of water and sediment delivery to
streams. The consequences include:
· Increase in frequency of flood flows in streams;
· Increased erosion in streams;
· Reduced baseflows in streams; and
· Degradation of habitats for fish and other wildlife.
State-of-the-art rainwater management is moving away from
curb and gutter systems to facilities that deal with rain where
it falls. Low impact development techniques, which emphasize
landscaping elements that promote retention, infiltration and
treatment (filtration or biofiltration) of rainwater runoff at
the source, are important tools for rainwater management.
Incorporating low impact development practices such as rain
gardens and absorbent landscapes throughout the urban landscape
will help protect streams from further degradation.

Single Family Development Denser and More Impervious

Single family residential lots take a variety of forms. They can range
in size from 350 m2 in denser urban areas to 5,000 m2 or more for
estate lots in suburban areas. Impervious coverage of the lot roofs
and pavements can also vary. Older residential lots tend to be
bigger and have less impervious coverage, with smaller buildings
and less pavement. The trend in development and redevelopment is
larger structures and increased pavement for walkways, patios and
driveways. It is not uncommon for residential impervious coverage
to double during redevelopment from around 35% of the lot to 70%
of the lot. Higher impervious coverages contribute to increasing
impacts on the receiving waters, both for hydrologic impacts of
runoff and for pollutant loading.

40% and 80% Impervious Lot Coverages

Typical Single Family On-site Rainwater
Management Measures
On-site rainwater management measures are typically sized for
smaller, frequently occurring rainfall events, such as 90% of the
average annual rainfall, to be captured and infiltrated or slowly
released. Additional stormwater detention and conveyance
measures may be off-site. There are several common low impact
development techniques that can be used on a residential lot to
work toward this goal.
Absorbent Landscaping - One of the simplest low impact
development techniques, this consists of good topsoil with a
high infiltration rate and vegetation to anchor and rejuvenate the
soil. Good soil generally needs to be brought in from offsite and
the vegetation can be anything from lawn to shrub/herbaceaous
landscaping to trees. The vegetation and soil absorb rain that falls
on it, as well as runoff from roofs via disconnected roof leaders, and
pavement areas. A thick layer of absorbent soil, 300 mm or more,
may require less watering in summer months.
Permeable Pavers - These are relatively easy to install for a
residential site, and they look great. Pavers are installed over a bed
of clean crushed rock (“drain rock”) and may or may not have a
perforated pipe underdrain embedded in the rock to remove excess
water. Permeable pavers have very high infiltration rates as well as
good storage in the rock base and can take runoff from roofs via
disconnected roof leaders and pavement.
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A Typical Single Family Lot Example

A typical single family lot includes varying coverage of roofs,
driveways, walkways, patios, decks, lawn and garden areas.
Significant factors for sizing rainwater management facilities
are the amount of rainfall that is
targeted for capture, native subsurface
soil infiltration, lot size and area of
impervious coverage.
An example single family lot includes
the following:
· Lot size 471 m2, 70% impervious.
· Average annual rainfall of 1,600 mm.

Clearing the Path to Success

· R
 ainwater management target of 90% annual rainfall.
· Poorly draining subsurface soils, 1 mm/hr infiltration rate
(as for clay till soils).
Rainwater management facilities were sized using water balance
modelling and designed in accordance with typical municipal
setbacks and Metro Vancouver’s Stormwater Source Control
Design Guidelines (www.metrovancouver.org/services/wastewater/
sources/Pages/StormwaterManagement.aspx).
The rainwater management measures on this example lot include
300 mm absorbent soils and two underground soakaway reservoirs.
Roof runoff is piped to the soakaway reservoirs through sumps to
trap leaves and settle out any grit. In this case, given the lot layout
and required
setbacks, two
facilities are
required to meet
the rainwater
management
target. Each
reservoir is a
0.45 m thick
layer of clean
Single
crushed rock
Family
enveloped in
Example
filter cloth,
Lot
Layout
constructed
under the lawn/
patio/driveway.
Runoff is stored in the soakaway reservoirs and infiltrates slowly
into the ground below. Because the native soil infiltration rate is
low, water is also released slowly (at stream baseflow rates) through
a small orifice to the municipal storm
sewer system. Overflows to the municipal
system are also needed for runoff that
exceeds the capture target and to prevent
water in the reservoir from coming to the
surface and making the lawn soggy.
All hardscape areas, including
driveways, walkways and patios, are
graded to the lawn areas which consist
of 300 mm deep absorbent soil (properly
amended soil mix). Lawn basins located
in the low spots drain excess water from
the surface.
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Rock Trench/Soakaway Reservoir - Runoff from roofs and
pavements can be directed through a sump into an underground
reservoir consisting of clean crushed rock wrapped in filter fabric and
buried under the lawn, deck or driveway. To reduce reservoir size,
a “crate” system may be used instead of rock. The sump settles out
sediment prior to the water entering the reservoir. It is preferable to
have pavement drain over grass before entering the sump to filter out
sediment that could clog the underground reservoir. An overflow that
connects the reservoir to the storm drainage system is also needed.
Rain Garden - For garden lovers, an on-lot rain garden can provide
a permanent landscaped area that can be a strong selling point
for homeowners and buyers. The rain garden includes both an
absorbent soil layer with plantings and an underground reservoir.
A perforated pipe underdrain is often recommended to allow
excess water to flow to the storm drainage system and prevent
standing water from killing the plants. Rain gardens can infiltrate
runoff from roofs and surface pavements and provide significant
water quality treatment.

Mythical Impediments to Single
Family Applications
the problem solvers™
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Even though single family lots make
up a large percentage of land use
in most municipalities, they can be
excluded from rainwater management
requirements. The following table
outlines some reasons cited for not
implementing rainwater management
measures on single family lots, but
most are easily circumvented with
good design.

Mythical Impediments

Design Solutions for Rainwater Management on Single Family Lots

Too much rain; disconnected roof
leaders mean soggy lawns

Well-draining amended soil mixes with 50%-70% sands, <30% silts and clays, and 8%-15%
organics won’t feel “soggy.”
Include lawn basins with gravel bedding and overflow to building sump/municipal drainage system.
Use a maximum impervious/pervious ratio of 2:1 (impervious area to grass area).

Not enough space on lot

Underground facilities can be constructed under lawns, driveways or patios.
Orifice outlets in underground trench/reservoir can be used in poor-draining soils to discharge water
slowly at baseflow rates.

Municipalities don’t allow nontraditional storm servicing

Most municipalities are encouraging rainwater management measures and are willing to work with
applications, but interdepartmental education and bylaw changes are needed.

Contravenes Building Code for 5 m
foundation setbacks

Design and construct facilities to meet the Code’s intention of keeping water away from building
foundations. Soakaway facilities must be at least 1 to 2 m from foundations and a low permeability
barrier constructed between foundations/footing drains and the rock trenches/soakaway pits.

Disconnected roof leaders just
drain roof runoff to perimeter drains

Use splash pads to carry runoff at least 1 m away from building foundation and grade ground away
from house (always good drainage practice).

Soakaway pits clog up

Use a sump between roof leaders and soakaway pits to settle out sediments. Discharge pavement
runoff to grassed area wherever possible to filter runoff and minimize clogging.

The Future of Single Family Development Includes
On-Site Rainwater Management Measures

Performance monitoring has shown that simple measures such as
300 mm of absorbent soil layers and underground soakaway pits
can capture and infiltrate significant amounts of rainwater. Pilot
projects are encouraged to demonstrate effectiveness and further
debunk myths. Rainwater management targets can be met on

most single family lots with simple measures. If their use becomes
more widespread, the cumulative benefits of their use will become
apparent in slowing the process of degradation in BC’s streams
and creeks. v
Water Resources Engineer Laurel Morgan, P.Eng., PE., M.Sc. and
Stormwater Sector Leader Crystal Campbell, P.Eng., are with Kerr
Wood Leidal Associates.
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